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Vinpearl Meets with DTU students 

 

On October 26th, DTU and the Vinpearl Management Company held a seminar entitled: “An Introduction 

to Careers at Vinpearl” for students majoring in Tourism and Foreign Languages. 

  

  

The Vinpearl representative  

 

Vinpearl is widely known in Vietnam and abroad for its chain of premium resorts and other services. 

Over the past 15 years, Vinpearl has developed an exclusive collection of sixteen 5-star hotels & resorts 

and three golf courses, offering unparalleled luxury in some of the most breathtaking beaches 

in  Vietnam: Ha Long, Hai Phong, Ha Tinh, Danang, Hoi An, Nha Trang and Phu Quoc. Vinpearl will 

open another sixteen new international resorts in 2018.  
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Many DTU students attend the seminar 

 

Mr. Nguyen Minh Dong, Acquisition Manager at Vinpearl Phu Quoc talked about his work, hotel and 

hospitality employment requirements, tips on writing a CV and ways of answering interview questions. 

“Despite of the ever-increasing employment requirements in tourism, highly-qualified candidates are still 

top priority for employers. I’ve been recruiting for 10 years and seek candidates with special skills and 

English proficiency. As we open more new hotels, we will need thousands of new staff. You will have 

more opportunities but must also expend much more effort to get them” said Mr. Dong. 

 

Nguyen Thu Quynh said: “Vinpearl is a famous brand name in Vietnam. We are delighted to attend this 

meeting, which is informative and interesting.”  

 

In keeping the motto: “We Do Everything for Student Rights and Future Careers”, since its early 

days,  DTU has been making sustained efforts to improve the quality of education and strengthen 

partnerships, DTU works with businesses to broaden job opportunities for DTU graduates by holding 

annual career orientation and recruitment days.          
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